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Abstra t
This do ument

ontains a brief des ription of the simulation software used to de-

s ribe the TDC spe tra from the Saskat hewan A

elerator Laboratory Photon Tagging

Fa ility.
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1

Introdu tion

The fo al plane of the Saskat hewan A
trometer

elerator Laboratory (SAL) photon tagging spe -

ontains a set of overlapping s intillators for dete ting the ele trons. There are two

sets of these ele tron

ounters: a front set,

an eort to redu e ba kground a

loser to the spe trometer and a ba k set. In

oin iden e between a front

ounter and a ba k

required for a hit on the fo al plane to be re orded. The front and ba k
mally oset so that the energy width of
approximately the same for ea h

hannel, dened by the

oin iden e requirement, is

hannel. The prin iple is illustrated in gure 1. Additional

details of the photon tagging spe trometer

an be found in referen e [1℄.

Figure 1: An illustration of the use of overlapping ele tron

ounters to dene tagger hannels.

For example, when a single ele tron passes through the fo al plane, a
front

ounter 1 and ba k

dening tagger

ounter 2 and ba k

resolving time, a hit in
that

oin iden e between

ounter 2 ensures that the ele tron passed through the region

hannel 1. A ghost hit

through the fo al plane, one through
be hits in front

ounter is

ounters are nor-

an o

ur at high

ount rates. If two ele trons pass

hannel 1 and another through

ounter 2. If these two hits o

hannel 3, there will

ur within the

oin iden e

hannel 2 will be re orded when no ele tron a tually passes through

hannel.

Several issues asso iated with using the photon tagging te hnique have been dis ussed
by other authors e.g.. Owens [2℄. However the method of employing overlapping
introdu es additional ee ts that need to be taken into a

ount when

se tion for a rea tion measured using tagged photons. One su h ee t has
the ghost ee t. This
plane.

At high

an o

ur when there are high

ount rate random

oin iden es

an o

ele trons pass through the fo al plane, one through
3, there will be hits in front
the

ounter 2 and ba k

oin iden e resolving time, a hit in

passes through that

ome to be

ross
alled

ount rates a ross the tagger fo al
ur.

Referring to gure 1 If two

hannel 1 and another through

ounter 2. If these two hits o

hannel

ur within

hannel 2 will be re orded when no ele tron a tually

hannel. Su h a non-existent hit is

be re orded in the s aler for that

ounters

al ulating the

alled a ghost. This ghost hit will

hannel whi h is supposed to re ord the total number of
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tagged photon in the energy range dened by that
a

hannel. As well, the ghost

ould form

oin iden e with an event in the X-arm of the experiment and therefore end up in TDC

for that

hannel.

A detailed

al ulation of the ee ts

the rate of ghosts

aused by these ghost events is di ult. Although

an be estimated, the time distribution of where these ghosts appear in

a TDC spe trum is di ult to quantify. Even without the ghost ee t, the distribution of
events in a TDC spe trum
overlap

an be non-obvious. For example, be ause of the use of a simple

oin iden e between the front and ba k

an be shifted by a random

ounter, the time of an event in a

oin iden e with an adja ent

ode was written in order to help quantify the
al ulation.

3

hannel

hannel. Therefore this simulation

ontribution of these ee ts to a

ross se tion
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Simulation Code

The simulation

ode was written in the early 1990's using standard FORTRAN 77. If one

was to write this

ode today it would be very mu h easier to write it using an obje t oriented

language su h as C++. Su h a

ode would be shorter, more transparent to the user, easier

to debug with far fewer repeated se tions of
The simulation

ode, and would probably run faster.

ode uses a Poisson statisti al model to determine the times when ele -

trons arrived at the fo al plane given an average rate in ea h tagger hannel. These ele trons
generate pulses from the dis riminators atta hed to ea h

ounter.

These pulses are then

tra ked nanose ond by nanose ond through a simulation of the tagger ele troni s.
The ele troni s as simulated is illustrated in gure 2. The simulation tra k information
for 5 tagger
tra ked

hannels labeled 05. Ultimately however, only the 3 middle

ompletely through the system as

for the outer 2

omplete

hannels (13) are

oin iden e information is not available

hannels. As well, if one wishes to examine the ee ts of

uts, su h as ignoring events where there is a triple
neighbors, only the

enter

hannel

oin iden e between a

ertain software
hannel and its

an be used.

Figure 2: A blo k diagram of the tagger ele troni s as it is represented by the simulation.
Digital information is tra ked through the system in 1 ns steps.

A non-zero number

represents the high state of a voltage pulse and a zero represents a low voltage state. (While
the time steps are in prin iple sele table, it is my re olle tion that there were subsequent
modi ations to the

ode that essentially hard wired the time step to be 1 ns.) At ea h step,

ea h module in the system examines the state of its input and determines the state of its
output from the input state and the state of its internal memory.
At the beginning of ea h time-step loop Poisson statisti s is used to determine if there
is an ele tron in ea h tagger
on ea h

hannel 05. This is

al ulated from the average ele tron rate

hannel along with information on the relative beam intensity as a fun tion of time.

This information is supplied by a le whi h gives the relative intensity in 10 ns steps. The
`or' of

hannels 0 and 1 is used to determine if there is a signal in

state of the other

ounter 1. Similarly the

ounters is determined. It is also possible at this stage to insert hits to
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tagger
that

hannels from radiator out ele tron. That is, ele trons not

ould produ e an X-arm trigger.

orrelated with photons

(Sin e radiator out rate are usually very low this

feature has not often been used.) Poisson statisti s are also used to determine if there is a
signal from the X-arm.
To simulate the jitter in the arrival time of real pulses a time shift is introdu ed based
on a Normal distribution with a given standard deviation.
When a high signal rea hes a dis riminator module an output is generated with a given
time width. The dis riminators a t as updating dis riminators so that if the output is still
high when an input is re eived the output width is extended.
The delays `d1' and `d2' are so that the front
of the output of the simple overlap

ounters will normally determine the timing

oin iden es that follow.

The delays 13 simulate the long delays in the real tagger. In a real delay the rise and
fall time of a digital signal

an degrade. A very short pulse

an degrade su iently that it

will not be registered by a following module. Therefore in the simulation there is the option
of spe ifying a minimum width signal that will rea h the end of these delays.
Meanwhile the X-arm determines the presen e or not of an SGGO gate that will allow
signals to pass on to the stop inputs of the TDCs.
gate and the

The

hannel signals is determined by the D-ip-op

oin iden e between the SGGO
oin iden e modules whi h are

non-updating. The SGGO gate is generated by a Lat h whi h is set to stay high for 200 ns.
The output of this is used as the veto for the

hannel s alers simulating the lat h in the

SAL Tagger Module. The 200 ns also represents the maximum run time for the TDCs. At
the end of this 200 ns a readout and
the

lear of the TDCs is triggered. This simulates, as well

omputer dead-time asso iated with the read-out of the modules by the data a quisition

system.

This is of

ourse very mu h smaller than in a real experiment but this does not

matter as we will only re ord and

ompare information gathered in the live time.

After the TDC readout histograms are in remented. The advantage of the simulation is
that it is possible to label the pulses being tra ked through the system. The original hannel
signals are labeled with its
possible to determine if the

hannel. Then when signals rea h the overlap
oin iden e is a ghost or not.

oin iden e it is

From that point on the signal

arries a ghost or not label. Therefore it is possible to build a histogram of just the ghost
signals.
A histogram is also built for

hannel 2 for events where there is also no TDC stop in

hannel 1 and no TDC stop in hannel 3. Reje ting these triple

oin iden es

ertainly reje ts

ghosts but it also reje ts many real events.
The simulation also tries to simulate the operation of a duty fa tor meter. Here the rate
of

oin iden es between two un orrelated

hannels is used to estimate the duty fa tor as

des ribed in [1℄.
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Installing the Simulation

The simulation

ode may be obtained from

http://nu leus.usask. a/ftp/pub/rob/
and the le name is

tag_sim-1.0.tgz
It may be unpa ked using

tar zxvf tag_sim-1.0.tgz
This will

reate the dire tory named

tag_sim-1.0.

Change to this dire tory and type

make.

The output should be something similar to the following:

robkoala:~/tagger/tag_sim-1.0> make
make tag_sim
make[1℄: Entering dire tory `/home/rob/tagger/tag_sim-1.0'
f77 -O -Wuninitialized -fno-automati
- -o tag_sim.o tag_sim.f
f77 -O -Wuninitialized -fno-automati
- -o tag_sim_sub.o tag_sim_sub.f
f77 -O -Wuninitialized -fno-automati
- -o ran1.o ran1.f
f77 -O -Wuninitialized -fno-automati
- -o ranorm.o ranorm.f
f77 -o tag_sim tag_sim.o tag_sim_sub.o ran1.o ranorm.o
make[1℄: Leaving dire tory `/home/rob/tagger/tag_sim-1.0'
make aldf
make[1℄: Entering dire tory `/home/rob/tagger/tag_sim-1.0'
f77 -O -Wuninitialized -fno-automati
- -o aldf.o aldf.f
f77 -o aldf aldf.o
make[1℄: Leaving dire tory `/home/rob/tagger/tag_sim-1.0'
robkoala:~/tagger/tag_sim-1.0>
The

ode is now ready for running.

Contained in the dire tory
1.

README

gives basi

tag_sim-1.0

are several useful les.

information about the

ode and where to nd do umentation (this

do ument!).
2.

LICENSE

3.

simulate.data

4. The les
5.
6.

tag_sim
aldf

gives information about the

are example beam intensity prole les.

is the simulation

ode.

ode for estimating the duty fa tor from a beam intensity prole le.

7. The dire tory
8. The le

li ense.

is an example input le for the simulation.

profile.xxx

is a

opyright under the GNU publi

latex

ontains all les used to

sim_runnumber keeps tra

reate this do ument.

k of the simulations so that ea h run

set of output les.

6

reates a unique
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Running the Simulation

Two les are needed to run the simulation: a Simulation Des ription File and a Beam
Intensity Prole le. Complete des riptions of the

ontents of these les are given in se -

tion 5.
A dire tory must be

reated where the output les will be pla ed.

The name of this

dire tory is spe ied in the simulation des ription le.
If the simulation des ription le is named

simulate.data,

then the

ode would normally

be started, by typing

tag_sim < simulate.data &
This would start the

ode running in the ba kground.

At start-up a run number, whi h is stored in the le
all les

sim_runnumber,

is in remented and

reated by the run will have names with the new runnumber appended to them. It is

therefore possible to have more than one simulation running at the same time on the same
omputer.
While the simulation is running all the output les are written every 1,000,000 loops of
the

ode. Therefore, if the simulation is terminated prematurely, those output les will be

properly syn hronized and may be analyzed

orre tly. The ex eption is the event-by-event

data le if the user has requested that to written. See se tion 6 below for more information
about the output les and their

ontents.
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Des ription of the Input Data

5.1 Simulation Des ription File
The simulation is

ontrolled by an input le whi h lists all the parameters spe i

parti ular simulation.

The le is read by the

ode from the standard input.

se ond line of the le is s anned for input parameters. The other lines are

to a

Only every

omments that

are used to des ribe what parameters appear in the following line. This makes it mu h easier
to edit the input parameter le. An example input le is listed in appendix A.
The following lists the input le line number followed by a des ription of the input
parameters on that line. Multiple numbers on a line are white spa e delimited.
1.

One String:

A general

string may
3.

(The

ontain spa es.)

Two Integers:

The rst integer des ribes the run mode. If `zero' the simulation is

for a normal tagger
ounters.

omment des ribing this parti ular simulation run.

hannel requiring a

oin iden e between the front and ba k

If `one' the simulation ignores the

oin iden e requirement.

This is

known as  ounter mode. (This mode has not been signi antly tested.)
The se ond integer determines if event-by-event data is written to le. If `one'
event-by-event data is written, if `zero' only the histograms are written. It has
been our experien e that the event-by-event data is not normally ne essary ex ept
for debugging or if you wish to try spe i
5.

One Float:

event-by-event software

uts.

The total rate of ele trons that produ e bremstrahlung, whether the ele -

trons rea h the fo al plane or not.
7.

Five Floats:

The fra tion of the ele trons that produ e bremstrahlung that rea h

ea h tagger
9.

Five Floats:

hannel (04).

The probability that a photon, asso iated with a re oil ele tron that

rea hes ea h tagger hannel (04), a tually produ es and X-trigger, if that photon
a tually rea hes the X target. This is essentially the rea tion probability that we
are trying to measure. It is related to the

ross se tion and the target density and

thi kness.
11.

One Float:

The fra tion of radiator out hits in the tagger

hannels.

Radiator out

hits are not asso iated with post bremstrahlung ele trons and so will have no
orrelation with X-arm triggers.

However the rate of these events on a tagger

hannel is assumed to be proportional to the rate of post bremsstrahlung re oil
ele trons on that

hannel. (Usually this number is very small so it is often set to

zero.)
13.

One Float:
not

The probability that a photon, asso iated with a re oil ele tron that

rea h any of the tagger

hannels (04). This

does

orresponds to re oil ele trons

that hit other parts of the tagger fo al plane, or miss the fo al plane altogether,
but nevertheless are asso iated with photons that
8

ould

ause an X-trigger.

15.

One Float:
not rea

The probability that a photon, asso iated with a re oil ele tron that
h any of the tagger

would normally be
17.

One Float:

hannels (04), a tually does

does

ause an X-trigger. This

lose to the probabilities given on line 9.

The absolute tagging e ien y. This is the fra tion of photon, asso iated

with re oil ele trons hitting the tagger

hannels, that a tually rea h the X target.

Sin e this just appears as an overall s ale fa tor in the total number of events
re orded in the simulation, this is usually just set to one.
19.

One Integer:

The total number of X-triggers to be re orded before the simulation

stops.
21.

Five Floats:

The standard deviation (in nanose onds) of a normal distribution of

time jitter that is added to the signals to ea h

ounter (the rst four numbers)

and the X-arm signal (the fth number).
23.

One Float:

The rate of a pulser signal that

honest I

an be added to the X-arm.

(To be

annot remember why this feature was added. I think it was used for

debugging.)
25.

Five Floats:

The width of the dis riminator output pulses in nanose onds. The rst

four numbers are the widths for the

ounter dis riminators and the last number

is for the X-arm dis riminator.
27.

Three Floats:

The delay time in nanose onds for the delays 1, 2 and 3.

29.

Three Floats:

The delay time in nanose onds for the delays 4, 5 and 6.

31.

Three Floats:

The minimum width, in nanose onds, that a pulse needs to have for

it to make it through a delay. The rst number is a
delays 1 and 4. The se ond number is a
5. The third number is a
33.

Two Floats:

ommon minimum with for

ommon minimum with for delays 2 and

ommon minimum with for delays 3 and 6.

The delays, in nanose onds, for the front

ounters so that, usually, the front

ounters relative to the ba k

ounters determine the timing for the hannels.

The rst number is for delay d1. The rst number is for delay d3.
35.

One Float:

37.

Two Floats:

The X-trigger delay in nanose onds.
The SGGO gate generator delay (rst number) and width (se ond num-

ber), both in nanose onds.
39.

One String:

The name of a le

ontaining a des ription of the beam intensity prole

as a fun tion of time.
41.

One String:

The name of a dire tory where the output les are to be written. It may

be a full path name or relative to the dire tory from where the simulation was
started.

9

5.2 Beam Intensity Prole File
This le des ribes the beam intensity as a fun tion of time. It is assumed that the beam
intensity prole repeats with a 360 ns period, the pulse stret her ring period at SAL. The
format of the le is a white spa e delimited pair of numbers on ea h line. The rst number
is a time (in ns) and the se ond number is an intensity between 0 and 1. A maximum of
36 lines may be in luded. The rst line must be for time 0 ns and the last line must be for
time 360 ns. The intensities at time 0 and time 360 ns must be equal. The following is an
example le whi h des ribes a at top triangular intensity prole.

robkoala:~/tagger/tag_sim-1.0>
0. 0.0
155 1.0
180 1.
205 1.0
360 0.0
robkoala:~/tagger/tag_sim-1.0>

at profile.80p

The program will interpolate the points read from the le to generate at intensity prole
with a granularity of 10 ns. That prole will be used to determine the number of photons
arriving at a tagger

hannel at ea h time using Poisson statisti s.

The simulation will

al ulate the approximate duty fa tor represented by the prole. However it is often useful
to know this in advan e of running the simulation. For this purpose a utility program
 aldf  is provided. An example of running it is:

robkoala:~/tagger/tag_sim-1.0>
Cal ulated duty fa tor = 0.761
robkoala:~/tagger/tag_sim-1.0>

aldf < profile.80p

Figure 3 illustrates several proles, all of whi h have duty fa tors near 80%.

profile.80
profile.80p
profile.80t
profile.80d

1

Amplitude

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0

30

60

90

120

150 180 210
Time (ns)

240

270

300

330

360

Figure 3: Examples of beam prole des riptions.
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6

Des ription of the Output

The simulation produ es several les of output. The les are written to the dire tory spe ied
in the simulation des ription le (see se tion 5.1). The names of the les written are:

sim_stats.nnn
sim_td 1.nnn
sim_td 1_ghost.nnn
sim_td 2.nnn
sim_td 2_ghost.nnn
sim_td 2_no3.nnn
sim_td 3.nnn
sim_td 3_ghost.nnn
sim_td _event.nnn
Where `nnn' is repla ed by the run number for the simulation.

sim_td _event.nnn,

All of the les, ex ept

are written at the end of the simulation. As well the les are written

after every 1,000,000 loops of the simulation.

sim_stats.nnn

The le

ontains summary information and statisti s for the run.

example of su h a le is given in appendix B.

sim_td 1.nnn, sim_td 2.nnn,

The les

and

sim_td 3.nnn

An

ontain histograms of the

three TDC spe tra.
The les

sim_td 1_ghost.nnn, sim_td 2_ghost.nnn,

and

sim_td 3_ghost.nnn

on-

tain histograms of the three TDC spe tra for only those events whi h are labeled as ghosts.
The le
is

not

sim_td 2_no3.nnn

ontains a histogram for TDC 2 for the situation when there

something re orded in all 3 TDCs in the same TDC readout. Clearly the resolving

time for this triple

oin iden e is the SGGO width, so this

ut will remove

many more events

than just the ghosts.
Examples of the histograms in the above mentioned les are shown in gure 4.
The le

sim_td _event.nnn

sele ted. In that

is only written when the write event data run mode is

ase the le is appended to at every TDC readout for whi h there is a hit

in at least one of the TDCs. The format of the le is one line per TDC readout. The rst
three numbers are the

hannel numbers of the hits in the three TDCs. the fourth number

is a bit pattern whi h indi ates whether the TDC hits are labeled as ghosts or not. Bit 0 is
set if a hit in TDC 1 is labeled as a ghost, bit 1 is set if a hit in TDC 2 is labeled as a ghost,
and bit 2 is set if a hit in TDC 3 is labeled as a ghost.
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Improvements to the Code

A number of improvements to the tagger simulation

ode

ome to mind. These are listed

below in no parti ular order. The author would be grateful to re eive additional suggestions.
Send

omments and suggestions to

rob.pywellusask. a.

•

Port to C++.

•

Modify to allow dierent repeat times for the beam intensity prole. At present only
360 ns is allowed.
...

Tagger Simulation
6

Channel Rate 5.5 x 10 Reaction Prob 0.0036
20000
TDC 1
15000
10000
5000
200000
TDC
TDC Ghosts only
TDC No triples

TDC 2

15000
Counts

•

10000
5000
200000
TDC 3
15000
10000
5000
0

0

50

100
TDC Time (ns)

150

200

Figure 4: Examples of the histograms produ ed by the simulation
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ode.

A

Input File

The following is an example input le that des ribes the simulation to be performed.

13

Run des ription omment
# Run Mode: 0= hannels,1= ounters, Event data: 0=don't write,1=write
0 0
# Rate of ele trons that produ e bremsstrahlung
5.5e8
# Prob. of re oil ele tron in tagger hannel i
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
# Prob. that a photon, in tagger hannel i, produ es X-trigger
0.0036 0.0036 0.0036 0.0036 0.0036
# Fra tion of radiator out events
0.00
# Prob. ele tron outside range 0-4 and photon an produ e X-trigger
0.100
# Prob. that su h a photon does produ e an X-trigger
0.0036
# Absolute tagging effi ien y
1.
# Number of X triggers to simulate
1000000
# Dis riminator jitter sigmas (1, 2, 3, 4, x)
0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 1.5
# x trigger pulser rate
0.
# Dis riminator output widths
15. 20. 15. 20. 1.
# Delays 1, 2, 3
20. 20. 20.
# Delays 4, 5, 6
113. 113. 113.
# Minimum width in delays 1&4, 2&5, 3&6
8. 8. 8.
# Delays for front ounters relative to ba k (d1, d3)
6. 6.
# Delay for x trigger
40.
# SGGO delay and width
39. 97.
# beam intensity profile file name
profile.80
# dire tory for output files
sim_save

14

B

Output Summary and Statisti s File

The following is an example of the output le

sim_stats.nnn.

15

Tagger simulation running on ma hine koala.usask. a, run number

1

Comment:
Run des ription omment
----- Channel Mode ----Brems ele tron rate = 5.500E+08 Hz, Time Interval (delta_t) = 1.00 ns
Fra tion of radiator out ele trons on hannel i =
0.00E+00
Absolute tagging effi ien y = 100.0% Cal ulated Duty Fa tor =
80.6%
Beam Profile file name: profile.80
Chan: 0
Chan: 1
Chan: 2
Chan: 3
Chan: 4 Off Chan.
Prob. of post-brems ele tron on hannel i:
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.1000
Prob. of x-trigger from post-brems ele tron on hannel i:
0.0036
0.0036
0.0036
0.0036
0.0036
0.0036
Brems ele tron rate on ea h hannel i:
5.50E+06 5.50E+06 5.50E+06 5.50E+06 5.50E+06 5.50E+07
X-trigger pulser rate =
0.
Chan: 1
Chan: 2
Chan: 3
Chan: 4
X
Dis riminator jitter sigma (ns)
0.4500
0.4500
0.4500
0.4500
1.5000
Dis riminator output widths (ns)
15.0000
20.0000
15.0000
20.0000
1.0000
Delay Lengths (ns)
1:
20.0
2:
20.0
3:
20.0
Delay Lengths (ns)
4: 113.0
5: 113.0
6: 113.0
Delay Lengths (ns)
x:
40.0 d1:
6.0 d3:
6.0
Minimum width in delays (ns) 1&4:
8.0 2&5:
8.0 3&6:
8.0
SGGO delay =
39. ns, width =
97. ns

Number of loops =

3.581E+09 Run time =

8.289E+03 s Rate =

4.32E+05 /se

Inputs ounters:
Brems ele trons:
19696838 19694332 19696576 19725254 19704415 out:
X-triggers:
71042
71220
71056
70380
70274 out:
Rad out ele trons:
0
0
0
0
0
Dis . inputs: 38984620 38980024 39012057 39020788
Overlap outputs: 21303871 21311559 21330801
Real time =
3.580716 s Live time =
3.381716 s ( 94.4425%)
X-triggers = 1000000 Cntr X: 1000000 (ungated: 1058898) SGGO: 1000000
Interupts = 858812 (hits - td 1: 525258 td 2: 526815 td 3: 525804)
Multipli ities - 0: 141188 1: 341288 2: 315983 3: 201541
Counters:

Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter

S alers:

S
S
S
S

aler
aler
aler
aler

1 = 30412211
2 = 28550783
3 = 30437482
4 = 28571142
sum = 117971618
1 = 18562220
Ghosts =
2 = 18564304
Ghosts =
3 = 18583122
Ghosts =
sum = 55709646

Duty Fa tor: Counter A
Counter B
Counter AB
Duty fa tor

=
=
=
=

1914202
1914702
1915202

18562220
18583122
1220465
75.2 %
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196826455
705143
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